Practical Information

Transport from Airport to the City Center

Public transport: BUS Line 780 or 783 from the Airport Otopeni Henri Coanda to the city, the bus stop is downstairs, in front of Arrivals Entrance (from International Arrivals, take the stairs, follow the signs to get to Arrivals and then exit) or follow the yellow Bus signs. There is a kiosk/ machine where you can buy tickets, the driver don't sell tickets, the price is 7-8 lei (ron).

Line 783 is a 24 hour service, every 15-30 minutes during daytime and every 40 minutes at night, according to the following timetables: Timetable 783 to P. Unirii and Timetable 783 to the Airport. A single journey lasts 40 minutes during off-peak hours and 60-90 minutes at rush hour.

Tickets: You can only buy a return journey card at the cost of 7 lei/two journeys + 1.6 lei the Multiple Card (Card Multiplu) = 8.6 lei.

TAXI – 35 min

From Bucharest Henri Coanda Airport to City Center

At the Arrivals Hall there is a Touchpoint called Clever Taxi where you can choose the taxi company and price per km you want to pay. You will find taxis from 1,39lei/km - 3,50lei/km.

You can book online and in advance from Bucharest Airport without any surprises. This are best and safest companies for Airport Transfer Services:

- Taxi Bucharest - booking in advance, shuttle, tours, credit card accepted, mercedes cars, fix rates.
- Transport Airport Bucharest - booking in advance, shuttle, fix rates.
Conference Place

The Conference shall be hosted by the Palace of the Parliament.

The access to the Palace of the Parliament is from the Gate C1 and after, please follow the map to Nicolae Iorga Hall.